Schedule for Friday, March 15

[2:50-3:50pm]
The Kirk Ludwig Prize Presentation: Andreas Falke (Florida)  FLO 303

“Why Spooky Action at a Distance Isn’t Spooky: Einstein, Bell’s Theorem, and Causation”

[4:00-4:50pm]
Jeff Dale (UC Davis) FLO 303
Thomas Moller-Nielsen (Oxford) FLO 201

“Shoemaker’s Three Types: Analysis of Moral Responsibility”

“A General Worry”

*Commentary by C. Sullivan
*Commentary by E. Perez

[5:00-5:50pm]
Katie Finley (Notre Dame) FLO 303
Joseph Frigault (British Columbia) FLO 201

“An Improved Account of Thought Insertion”

“Speaking the Language of Goodness”

*Commentary by C. Johnson
*Commentary by G. Belic

[5:50-6:50pm]
-Pizza Break-
Pizza will be provided on the third floor of the philosophy building (FLO)

[7:00-8:35pm]
Keynote Presentation: Dr. Paul Draper (Purdue) CSE E121

“God, Evil, and the Nature of Light”
Schedule for Saturday, March 16

[11:00-11:50am]
Sila Ozarka (Duquesne) FLO 303 Carter Hardy (South Florida) FLO 201
“The New Absolute in Kantian Time” “The Embodiment of Gender Identity”
*Commentary by R. Claypool

[12:00-12:50pm]
Will Leonard (Arizona) FLO 303 Mirja Perez de Calleja (Florida State) FLO 201
“Do We Experience Ourselves as the Cause of Actions” “A Response to the Luck Argument”
*Commentary by B. Belvedere
*Commentary by R. Claypool

[1:00-2:30pm]
-Lunch Break-

[2:30-3:20pm]
Kyle Fritz (Florida State) FLO 303 Sean D’allaso (Duquesne) FLO 201
“Justice & the Division of Goods in Plato's 'Republic” “The Case for Metaphysical Nihilism”
*Commentary by J. Dopkins
*Commentary by C. Cummings

[3:30-4:20pm]
Amin Ebrahimi Afrouzi (Oxford) FLO 303
“Responsibility of Wrongdoing without Blameworthiness”
*Commentary by J. Dopkins

[5:00-6:30pm]
Plenary Presentation: Dr. Gene Witmer CSE E121
“Making Sense of “Naturalism” ”